We propose a Quantum-Inspired Subspace(QIS) Ensemble Method for generating feature ensembles based on feature selections. We assign each principal component a Fraction Transition Probability as its probability weight based on Principal Component Analysis and quantum interpretations. In order to generate the feature subset for each base regressor, we select a feature subset from principal components based on Fraction Transition Probabilities. The idea originating from quantum mechanics can encourage ensemble diversity and the accuracy simultaneously. We incorporate Quantum-Inspired Subspace Method into Random Forest and propose Quantum-Inspired Forest. We theoretically prove that the quantum interpretation corresponds to the first order approximation of ensemble regression. We also evaluate the empirical performance of Quantum-Inspired Forest and Random Forest in multiple hyperparameter settings. Quantum-Inspired Forest proves the significant robustness of the default hyperparameters on most data sets. The contribution of this work is two-fold, a novel ensemble regression algorithm inspired by quantum mechanics and the theoretical connection between quantum interpretations and machine learning algorithms.
Background
The goal of ensemble learning is to combine the predictions of multiple base learners to get more accurate aggregate predictions. Ensemble learning algorithms frequently rank top in many data mining competitions, and consistently outperform single learners, such as Support Vector Machines. This approach has proven to be a powerful method in practical applications, especially for those general-purpose tasks. The ensemble method generally is favored in terms of increasing robustness and accuracy. Since the theoretical analysis of ensemble models, particularly tree ensembles, has been carefully studied, we are able to theoretically analyze novel ensemble algorithms besides the empirical analysis. Many researchers have contributed to a significant amount of good works in last decades. We can find recent enhancements of Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) in (Fawagreh et al., 2014) , including perfect random tree ensembles (Cutler and Zhao, 2001) , extremely random trees (Geurts et al., 2006) , and completely random decision trees (Liu et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2006) .
Researchers have known that ensemble diversity and the accuracy of base learners are two main factors deciding the performance of ensemble models (Zhou, 2012) . And improving strength of individual trees and decreasing the correlation between trees are main factors in reducing the Random Forest error rate. We usually inject randomness into ensemble models aiming at generating diversified base learners and ensemble strategies. Unfortunately, the randomness approach generally reduced the accuracy of base learners. It's not surprising that randomness may lead some slight deviation from optimal base learners. Researchers find it quite difficult to improve ensemble diversity without damaging the accuracy of base learners. How to deal with the trade-off between diversity and accuracy becomes one of core challenges in ensemble learning.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Abdi and Williams, 2010 ) is a widely used dimension reduction technique. And PCA as preprocessing is not a new thing for high dimensional regression. A classical technique named Principal Component Regression (PCR) omits the PCs corresponding to small eigenvalues and then trains regression models based on principal components. The threshold will be pretty obvious and then preserve principal components deterministically. The proposed method also tends to select components with larger eigenvalues as well as PCA. But we inject randomness into the process based on the probabilistic weights inspired by quantum mechanics.
Quantum-Inspired Machine Learning means machine learning algorithms that involve in some quantum theoretical elements but don't require a quantum machine for implementing it. Quantum physics and machine learning can be deeply interconnected in theoretical analysis. Several works of algorithms utilizing Quantum physics can be seen in literals. Quantum annealing is a most studied quantum inspired algorithm for solving combinatorial optimization problems and was proposed in (Kadowaki and Nishimori, 1998) . Quantum annealing is inspired by the Quantum Tunneling effect to escape local optima. In recent years, multiple quantum-inspired machine learning algorithms have been proposed. For example, (Leifer and Poulin, 2008) reported quantum belief propagation; (Weinstein and Horn, 2009 ) reported a quantum-inspired clustering method; (Huang et al., 2012) reported a quantuminspired anomaly detection algorithm; (Blacoe et al., 2013) reported a quantum-inspired semantic space model.
Overview
We interpret the ensemble learning process in several quantum physics concepts, and merge quantum-inspired techniques into the ensemble method naturally. We mainly focus on Tree Ensemble methods due to two truths. First, Tree Ensemble is a powerful and robust method that is widely used in multiple domain's tasks. An significant improvement on this popular method could make QIS very valuable. Second, base learners are constructed independently and in parallel. This indicates that we may take many elements of Tree Ensemble as black boxes except for generating the feature subsets. We make QI Forest and Random Forest only differ in generating feature subsets for individual learners. It provides the advantage that we can ensure any performance differences are purely caused by the proposed Quantum-Inspired Subspace method.
In Section 2, we present quantum interpretations (heuristics) and the proposed algorithms. We show the process how quantum mechanics inspires us to invent a novel ensemble method. In Section 3, we provide a solid mathematical proof for the advantage of the proposed algorithm. We prove that Quantum-Inspired Forest Regressors' advantage over Random Forest in case of the first order approximation. In our mathematical analysis, the Linear Regressor is nonlinear base regressors' first order approximation. In Section 4, we empirically compare Quantum-Inspired Forest Regressors and Random Forest Regressors on date sets from UCI Repository (Lichman, 2013 ). What's more, we perform one more empirical comparison, where we take Linear Regressors as base learners instead of Decision Tree Regressor. In Section 5, we discuss and summary our main work.
The Quantum-Inspired Approach

Quantum Interpretations
As the theoretical proof given in Section 3 is sufficient, readers without quantum background may choose to skip quantum interpretations or heuristics. But quantum interpretations are especially helpful to explain how we design the proposed method at the very beginning. And the quantum interpretations provide new insights and show one step ahead of how to marry the two disciplines. Quantum physics shares similar forms with machine learning. And these similar forms or equations encourage us to think about machine learning in a quantum theoretical way. The motivation behind our works starts from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and density matrices. (Nielsen and Chuang, 2010) introduced density matrix and operators in detail. In quantum mechanics, physicists often denote a pure state as a state vector |ψ . However, there exist mixed states, which cannot be written as a state vector. A mixed state corresponds to a probabilistic mixture of pure states, also called a quantum ensemble. A density matrix is a matrix that describes a quantum mixed state, an ensemble of several pure states. We show how to establish connections between density matrix and quantum operators to PCA as follows.
We interpret principal components as eigenstates in a mixed state. Suppose we are given a data set X ∈ R n×m , y ∈ R n for a regression or classification problem. X, a n × m data matrix, contains n data samples, and each feature vector x i has m features. The target variable vector y is a vector with a length of n. We define the Gram matrix P = XX ⊤ that is a symmetric and positive semi-definite n × n matrix. And then we have P = XX ⊤ = U Σ P U ⊤ where Σ P is a n × n diagonal matrix. Column vectors of U S are equal to principal components in PCA. And people often use first k column features U S as dimension-reduced k-dimension feature vectors.
The quantum journey begins from here. As the density matrix of quantum mechanics is Hermitain, positive semi-definite and of trace 1, if we normalize the Gram matrix P by multiplying a factor 1 T r(P) , the Gram matrix can be regarded as a density matrix in quantum theory. For simplicity of our notation, we denote the normalized Gram matrix by ρ. And we redefine ρ with a normalization factor as
Let u i denote the ith column vector of matrix U , so u i is also a pure state vector, which denotes |u i in quantum theory. As we have replaced the Gram Matrix by the normalized ρ, the sum of diagonal elements of Σ, n i=1 s 2 i , is equal to 1. The density matrix ρ describing the data matrix as a mixed state is also an operator of the form
Physically, it means a data matrix X can be regarded as a mixed state or a quantum ensemble consisting of r pure states, where r is the rank. In physics, an ensemble of pure states ρ can reflect statistical expectations of quantum systems |u i . And the variance s 2 i is the fraction(weight probability) of the ensemble in each pure state |u i .
On the one hand, the quantum interpretation treats PCA naturally as a dimensionality reduction process. In machine learning, researchers usually preserve the first k components with largest variance values as dimensionality reduced features. In quantum mechanics, PCA means that we remove several non-principal eigenstates from the mixed state and preserve those principal eigenstates so that we prepare a new mixed state consisting of less eigenstates. The new state is exactly a low-rank approximated copy of the original mixed state. Obviously, PCA makes clear sense to us from a viewpoint of physics. But PCA is also a naive and biased operation that assigns uniform weights to principal eigenstates and weight 0 to non-principal eigenstates.
And the second quantum interpretation is we can also regard regression as a state preparation process that we operate several pure states |x 1 , |x 2 , . . . , |x n to approximate a target state |y . Translated in quantum theoretical language, it can be written as
where the state operation is noted by some quantum operatorÂ. So the quantum mechanism of regression tasks can be understood as we learn a Model Operator to operate eigenstates in a mixed to approximate a target pure state under some metrics. From a quantum theoretical viewpoint, the importance of an eigenstate |u i is also reflected by the Transition Probability from en eigenstate |u i jumping into the target state |y . We denote Transition Probability Amplitude as t, so t i = y|Â|u i , just like an electron jumps from one state to anther state. And Transition Probability equals Transition Probability Amplitude squared, namely | y|Â|u i | 2 . Obviously, the Transition Probability is a parameter decided by model operator, the eigenstate, and the target state together. Aggregating fraction probabilities and transition probabilities together, the Fraction Transition Probability for the ith principal component is proportional to s 2 i | y|Â|u i | 2 . So we take the the Fraction Transition Probability for the ith principal component as
In Section 3, we prove that Transition Probabilities happen to equal parameters squared of linear regression mapping from X to y in the first order approximated situation. According to the heuristical Fraction Transition Probabilities, we successfully propose QuantumInspired Subspace Method and Quantum-Inspired Forest.
Algorithm 1: Quantum-Inspired Subspace for generating feature subsets function QISubspace (X, y, F, T, K) Input : the data matrix X, the target variable vector y, the ensemble size T , the target space dimensionality K = αm Output: feature subsets {F i |i = 1, . . . , T } Preprocess data matrix X R ← P CA(X) by using full-rank PCA Compute Fraction Probabilities p s ← the diagonal elements of covariance matrix
A training set S = (x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n ), features F, and the forest size T , the target space dimensionality K Output:
A training set S = (x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n ), features F, and the forest size T , the target space dimensionality K Output: Quantum-Forest H H ← ∅ {F i |i = 1, . . . , T } generated by function QISubspace (X, y, F, T, K)
Algorithm
Random Subspace is a fast and efficient ensemble method widely used in many algorithms, including Random Forest. Random Subspace randomly select a subset of features for training a base learner. But Quantum-Inspired Subspace can utilize the extra information inspired by quantum mechanics. We first preprocess the input data matrix X by using full-rank PCA. Different from either preserving principal components with largest eigenvalues or random subspace, QIS selects a component in a probability proportional to the corresponding Fraction Transition Probability. Under Gaussian assumptions of model parameters, we let
for the component k. When we replace Random Subspace by Quantum-Inspired Subspace for Random Forest, we obtain a novel algorithm, namely Quantum-Inspired Forest. We note that, in principle, full-rank PCA preprocessing generally can neither improve nor damage algorithm performance. The additional computational cost of the proposed algorithm is only brought by Principal Component Analysis and several matrix operations for computing Fraction Transition Probabilities. So it is a very low cost in practice.
Denote by h 1 , . . . , h T the regressors in the ensemble and by F, the feature set. As with most ensemble methods, we need to choose ensemble size T in advance. All base regressors can be trained in parallel, which is also the case with Bagging and Random Forests. Algorithm 1 explains how to generate construct the training feature set F i for regressor h i . And we modify Random Forest into Quantum-Inspired Forest by employing QuantumInspired Subspace to generate ensemble feature subsets instead of Random Subspace. We can easily notice the difference between standard Random Forest and Quantum-Inspired Forest respectively described in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
It is worthy noting that Quantum-Inspired Subspace is a general method which can be easily applied with other ensemble methods and multiple base learners together. QIS also lend itself naturally to parallel processing, as ensemble feature sets and individual learners can be built in parallel. QIS is not only naturally applicable to Tree Ensembles, but also makes sense for any ensemble regressors whose diversity is based random feature selections.
Theoretical Analysis and Proof
In this section, we prove the advantage of Quantum-Inspired Subspace through errorvariance-covariance decomposition that combines error-ambiguity decomposition and biasvariance-covariance decomposition together. The proof states that the advantage of QIS theoretically increase ensemble ambiguity and decrease the individual error expectation in the first order approximation. And in our empirical analysis, the experimental results support the advantage is still approximately applicable to nonlinear models, such as Decision Tree. The mathematical proof for ensemble classification cannot hold in the same way, although our empirical analysis support that Quantum-Inspired Forest Classifiers can be favorably compared with Random Forest Classifiers.
Error-Variance-Covariance Decomposition
In this section, we show how to obtain Error-Variance-Covariance Decomposition. We organize several known conclusions together referring to derivations in Chapter 5.2 of (Zhou, 2012) . Assume that the task is to use an ensemble of T base regressors h 1 , h 2 , ..., h T to approximate a function f : R m → R. And a simple averaging policy is used for the final ensemble prediction
where H(x) is the ensemble learner. And we define several notations here. The generalization error and ambiguity of a base learner is respectively defined as
And we also note the expectation prediction of a base learner h i as
where p(x) is the density function for data x. On the one hand, (Krogh et al., 1995) proposed the error-ambiguity decomposition of ensemble learning, and the generalization error of the ensemble can be written as
where
is the average of individual generalization errors, and
ambi(h i ) is the average of ambiguities which is also called the ensemble ambiguity. A basic truth is that the larger the ensemble ambiguity, the better the ensemble.
On the other hand, (Ueda and Nakano, 1996) developed the bias-variance-covariance decomposition. The averaged bias, averaged variance, and averaged covariance of the individual learners are defined respectively as
covariance(H) = 1
And then the bias-variance-variance decomposition of ensemble is written as
We may establish a bridge connecting the error-ambiguity decomposition and the biasvariance-covariance decomposition (Brown et al., 2005b,a) as
And then we have
Finally, we obtain Error-Variance-Covariance Decomposition as
And the generalization error expectation is written as
Actually, there is no simple ensemble method that can minimize the expectation of err(H 
Ensemble Ambiguity
We decide to prove that Quantum-Inspired Subspace can improve ensemble ambiguity ambi(H) and decrease individual generalization errors err(H) simultaneously. And according to the Error-Variance-Covariance Decomposition relations, increasing ensemble ambiguity is equivalent to increasing E[var(
. We want to figure out how to improve variance(H) − covariance(H). We note that nonlinear regression models degenerate to Linear Regression (LR) in case of the first order approximation, just like how Taylor series expansion works. In the case of the first order approximation, we ignore all high order nonlinear terms. And we find the approximated case holds well for regression trees, as regressions tree also aim at finding linear relationships between features and target variables. So in this subsection, what we decide to prove actually is, with Linear Regressors as base regressors, Quantum-Inspired Subspace Ensemble method can increase ensemble ambiguity strictly. Although it seems naive to consider ensemble linear regressors only, the mathematical analysis provides important theoretical insights about other nonlinear base learners. Assuming model parameters are independent distributed Gaussian random variables, we further know QIS can even decrease the averaged individual generalization errors. Given general data sets instead a certain data set, the Gaussian assumption that takes model parameters as Gaussian random variables is reasonable and realistic for most machine learning models. But the independence assumption only approximately holds for several linear models, luckily including Linear Regression. However, although what we prove only holds for most simplified cases, we find the proof still partly holds in more general situation. For simplicity, we use several new notations in proof. We denote the original data matrix as X ′ = U SV ⊤ and its linear regression parameters as w ′ k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) , where k = 1, . . . , m. We can safely assume each parameter independently obeys normal distribution as we have no prior knowledge about the importance of features. Considering a certain data set, without training, we of course know nothing about each feature's importance. Considering model performance on general data sets, the independent Gaussian assumption is also realistic.
Let's turn to the full-rank PCA preprocessed data matrix X = X ′ V and its linear regression parameters w = V ⊤ w ′ . As V is an orthogonal matrix, a model parameter w still obeys a Gaussian distribution, w ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). We may regard columns vectors of preprocessed matrix X as input features. So we define individual learners as
where s k is the kth-largest singular value, and F i is the feature subset for the ith base learner.. Benefitting from orthogonalized preprocessing and LR as base learners, model parameters stay invariant even trained by variant feature subsets. We call this characteristic as Parameter Invariance under variant feature subsets. In our proof, the Parameter Invariance of base learners is a key prerequisite for improving ensemble ambiguity. And besides Linearity, how Parameter Invariance is approximately applicable to nonlinear models is another key factor deciding how generally the proof may hold. We first analyze the ensemble ambiguity ambi(H) which is equivalent to (1 −
T )(variance(H) − covariance(H)). According to Equation 19, we have
with a constraint of r k=1 p k = 1 and a statistical assumption that w k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) is a normal random variable. We note that Random Subspace just naively sets p k = 1 r . We have a better solution to increase the ensemble ambiguity. We find the solution
which can exactly minimize
So we have
The solution we find is in same forms as the Fraction Transition Probability that the density matrix interpretation indicates. The Transition Probabilities of Linear Regression Quantum Operator are exactly the linear regression model parameters. For a certain data set, we can get certain weights w. For general data sets, we still have normal distribution assumption so that
is a chi-squared random variable. (Provost and Rudiuk, 1994) revealed the analytical probability density function of p k , and we know its expectation must bê
, which are exactly Fraction Probabilities given by quantum interpretations. Our theoretical analysis of Quantum-Inspired Subspace shows that
(26)
Individual Errors
In this subsection, we want to explain that Quantum-Inspired Subspace,
, tends to decrease the averaged individual error, namely err(H). Actually this conclusion is trivial. Although for a certain data set, we cannot conclude that each original feature equally contributes to the model performance. But, for general data sets, under the Gaussian assumption of model parameters w, we can safely say that the expectation contribution of each original feature tends to be equal. As we have preprocessed data sets by using full-rank PCA, the widely accepted prior belief that principal components with larger variance carry more information supports the conclusion that QIS decreases the individual errors. As we know err(H)
, the widely accepted prior belief can be written as
According to Equation 9, 26 and 27, we finally prove the conclusion that
The proof indicates that the correlation between base learners is decreased with an expectation enhancement in their strength. Statistically speaking, QIS can even improve base learners' performance and ensemble ambiguity simultaneously. For the individual error expectation, the quantum-inspired weighted probabilistic selection strategy tends to work at least the same good as the uniform probabilistic selection strategy. We also note that this conclusion is statistically correct but not guaranteed on some certain data set. Although Transition Probabilities of nonlinear models are quite difficult to derive, the Gaussian assumption is always realistic. We argue that Fraction Probabilities are at least approximately applicable to most machine learning models. We conjecture that, even if without Model Transition Probabilities, Fraction Probabilities are still very likely to improve ensemble learners, including classifiers.
Besides the simplified case of linear regression, we also need to discuss how Decision Tree may approximately preserve the first order linearity approximation and Parameter Invariance under variant feature subsets. On the one hand, the strategy to find the best split for constructing a regression tree is based on the criteria of mean square error reduction. So the feature split order can stay approximately invariant under variant feature subsets, whose mechanism is close to Parameter Invariance under variant feature subsets. On the other hand, the Decision Tree regressors learn linear relationships between features and target variables. The regression function based a tree regression mapping from X to y can be very simple like a combination of N step functions. In the limit of N → +∞, a combination of N step functions tends to become a approximately smooth function. The first order approximation makes sense in this situation.
Empirical Analysis
Quantum-Inspired Subspace is easily incorporated into existing algorithms. In order to examine the benefit of QIS to ensemble performance, we modify standard Random Forest to incorporate Quantum-Inspired Subspace before the tree induction phase. Random Forest and Quantum-Inspired Forest are implemented respectively according to Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. In our empirical study of Quantum-Inspired Forest and Random Forest, we selected 10 UCI data sets that are commonly used in the machine learning literature in order to make the results easier to interpret and compare. As we take LR as base learners in our proof, we also compare Random Ensemble LR with Quantum-Inspired Ensemble LR in Table 2 , where we replace Decision Tree by Linear Regression as base learners. Ensemble Linear Regressors are not useful in practice, but it can show how our proof holds.
We take the averaged mean square error (MSE) on 10 data sets as the metrics in our empirical analysis. We decide to preprocess data sets, and take full-rank PCA preprocessed data matrix and mean normalized target variables y as preprocessed data sets. The first purpose is to ensure any performance differences are purely caused by the proposed Quantum-Inspired Subspace method rather than full-rank PCA preprocessing. We must leave the difference from full-rank PCA out. The second purpose is to remove the scale differences of different data sets so that we can fairly evaluate overall performance on 10 data sets. It's reasonable to start from full-rank PCA preprocessing because full-rank PCA is only an orthogonal transformation and causes no loss or distortion of information. As we mentioned above, in principle, full-rank PCA generally can neither improve nor damage algorithm performance. In practice, full-rank PCA usually brings in uncertain performance improvement or damage. So the full-rank PCA preprocessing is necessary for removing the uncertain performance differences from the orthogonal transformation. We present mean square errors (with standard deviations as subscripts) on each data set or the averaged MSE on all 10 data sets in following tables. In Table 1 and 2, we denote better, significantly better, worse and significantly worse respectively as +, ++, − and −−. Instances is the data sample size. Dimension is the original data space dimensionality. We typically take 60% data instances as training data. As we notice the performance of Random Forest and Quantum-Inspired Forest adapt to hyperparameters in similar patterns, we decide to study two Forests' performance in multiple settings of forest hyperparameters. We employ the strategy to compare Quantum-Inspired Forest and Random Forest counterpart in the same hyperparameter settings. This strategy removes the performance differences from tuning hyperparameters. And we repeat each experiment for 15 times to get statistically reliable results. The hyperparameter setting for Decision Tree base learners is always fixed in our experiments. The function to measure the quality of a split is mean square error. And a tree always find the best split at each node. And we also set no tree depth limit, and no minimum samples limit for splits and leaves. The default hyperparameter setting for forests is: ensemble size T = 30; select one half features to train base learners, which means α = 0.5; the sub-sample size in Bagging is always the same as the original training sample size but the samples are drawn with replacements; and N = 60% samples are used as training data instances.
Both Table 1 and 2 share the defualt hyperparameter setting: T = 30, α = 0.5, N = 60%. We present MSE and standard deviations on each data set. Table 3 shares the default hyperparameter setting except that we set α respectively to 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0. In this experiment, we want discover how QI Forest is compared to Random Forest with variant α settings. Table 4 shares the default hyperparameter setting except that we set ensemble size T respectively as 3, 10, 30, 100. In this experiment, we want to discover how robustly QI Forest and Random Forest perform with small ensemble sizes. Table 5 shares the default hyperparameter setting except that we set training instances N respectively to Table 3 supports that QI Forest not only outperforms Random Forest in one setting of α, but also beat Random Forest with multiple α settings. We notice that the smaller α is, the larger the advantage of QI Forest is. Especially when we select only a small number of features for training base learners, QI Forest can outperform Random Forest significantly. Table 4 indicates that the performance difference of QI Forest and Random Forest increases as the ensemble size T decrease. It means QI Forest can perform significantly better than Random Forest with a limited forest size. Table 5 shows another advantage that QI Forest can solve small sample regression problems better than Random Forest. As we decrease training instances from 60% to 30%, the performance difference increases significantly. These experimental results show that given very limited computational resources or training data, QI Forest can outperform Random Forest.
As for classification tasks, our preliminary empirical analysis shows similar and weaker advantage of QI Forest Classifiers. However, due to the lack of theoretical support for QI Forest Classifiers, we don't include the analysis about Quantum-Inspired Forest Classifiers in this paper. It remains to be further studied.
Discussion and Conclusion
From a heuristical viewpoint, we propose novel quantum interpretations for machine learning. On the one hand, we interpret eigenvalues of PCA as Fraction Probabilities in a mixed state. And it naturally indicates a generally accepted belief that eigenvalues / Fraction Probabilities can reflect the importance of each principal component. And it becomes natural to let the probability of selecting a component be proportional to the corresponding Fraction Transition Probability. However, considering our theoretical proof is only the first order approximately applicable to ensemble regressors, we only claim the advantage of QI Forest Regressors in this paper.
From a viewpoint of theoretical analysis, we prove Fraction Probabilities and Transition Probabilities indeed can decrease ensemble errors in the simplified situation. According to our mathematical proof, in the case of Linear Regression as base learners, Transition Probabilities are exactly equal to model parameters of LR. For complex machine learning models, models' Transition Probabilities are quite difficult to derive. But for ensemble regressors, Transition Probabilities still make sense in the first order linearity approximation. As the Gaussian assumption of model parameters is almost always realistic, we argue that Fraction Probabilities are approximately applicable to forest regressors. We conjecture that, even without Model Transition Probabilities, Fraction Probabilities are still likely to improve ensemble learning.
From a viewpoint of empirical analysis, our experiments strongly support the advantage of Quantum-Inspired Forest Regressors in multiple hyperparameter settings. In Table 2 , we take Linear regression as base regressors, Quantum-Inspired Ensemble Linear Regressors significantly outperform Random Linear Regressors on all 10 data sets. In other tables, we take Decision Tree as base regressors, Quantum-Inspired Forest Regressors still outperform Random Forest Regressors significantly in variant hyperparameter settings. And we can ensure any performance differences are purely caused by the proposed Quantum-Inspired Subspace Method. Our empirical analysis concludes that Quantum-Inspired Forest perform more robustly than Random Forest, given very limited computational resources or training data. The observation provides QI Forest an extra advantage in limited resources.
In summary, we have two fold of contributions. First, we propose a novel ensemble method named Quantum-Inspired Subspace and Quantum-Inspired Forest. QuantumInspired can be easily applied to diversified base learners and combined with other classical ensemble methods, such as Bagging. We incorporate Quantum-Inspired Subspace into Random Forest and propose Quantum-Inspired Forest. The additional computational cost is very cheap, equivalent to the cost of PCA preprocessing and linear regression. Second, we propose quantum interpretations for several machine learning concepts, and successfully establish a theoretical bridge between quantum interpretations and ensemble learning.
In future research, we consider introducing quantum entanglement to generate feature subsets. In quantum entanglement, the probability of selecting feature |x 1 is not independent of selecting feature |x 2 . In the language of physics, at present, we have only used the mechanism of mixed states to design new methods. The concept of mixed states comes from quantum mechanics, but the density matrices of mixed states are always diagonal. It means the probabilistic distribution we use in present work is still classical probabilistic, although quantum physics helps us get it. We think it's accessible to apply superposition states and non-diagonal density matrices for constructing a non-classical probability distribution. In this approach, we can describe ensemble method based on the complex probability amplitude rather than the real probability. The relationship between probability amplitudes and the probabilities is same as the relationship between electromagnetic fields and light intensities. Amplitudes (wave) may intervene, while intensities may not. Overall, the application of non-diagonal density matrices can further make it possible to select features in a non-classical probabilistic distribution.
